ONE LUCKY DOG’S TRAVEL TALES

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION:
Use CERENIA Tablets for acute vomiting in dogs 2 months and older, and for prevention of vomiting due to motion sickness in dogs 4 months and older. Safe use has not been evaluated in cats and dogs with gastrointestinal obstruction, or those that have ingested toxins. Use with caution in dogs with hepatic dysfunction. In people, topical exposure may elicit localized allergic skin reactions, and repeated or prolonged exposure may lead to skin sensitization. See Full Prescribing Information in pocket.

Can’t wait for our next adventure!
Ask your veterinarian about Call.001 me Mo.001n Dog/g.001y!

Share YOUR adventures with ME!
Visit RalphsAmazingAdventures.com
Let’s go!
Take photos of your dog’s travels—near or far—with the Ralph Chew Toy. Then upload them to our adventure site.
Hi, I’m Ralph!

My favorite thing in the world is being with my family...

...and they make sure I’m always part of the fun!
But I can’t ever go to cool places with them. Sigh.

That’s ‘cause being in the car makes me feel all kinds of AWFUL.
So mom took me to Dr. Sharon, our vet. She gave us CERENIA Tablets, a medicine to help keep me from vomiting because of motion sickness.

Now, with CERENIA Tablets on our trips, I don’t throw up because I’m not car sick anymore. Now, we can go everywhere...TOGETHER!!!
I can travel all around town with my family!...even to visit Cousin Brian!

Out to the park... It's a big, awesome world out there...

...or to the lake...
...with CERENIA Tablets, I’m up for all these AMAZING adventures.

I love bridges.

These guys rock!
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